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The Carrie Diaries 2x10 Promo "Date Expectations" (HD)

The Carrie Diaries 2x10 "Date Expectations" - Walt (Brendan Dooling) and Bennet (guest star Jake Robinson) get some devastating news that forever changes their future. Sebastian (Austin Butler) gets an exciting work opportunity, causing him to bail on Carrie (AnnaSophia Robb) on Valentine's Day, much to her chagrin. When Maggie (Katie Findlay) accidentally enlists in the army, a surprising duo comes to her rescue. Elsewhere, Tom (Matt Letscher) uses some reverse psychology to encourage Dorrit (Stefania Owen) to start dating again. Freema Agyeman, Lindsey Gort, Ellen Wong, and Chloe Bridges also star. Amy Heckerling directed the episode written by Jessica O'Toole and Amy Rardin (#210). Subscribe to tvpromosdb on YouTube for more The Carrie Diaries season 2 promos in HD!



Official website: http://www.cwtv.com/shows/the-carrie-diaries/

Official Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/TheCarrieDiariesCW/

Official Twitters: https://twitter.com/cwtcd/ & https://twitter.com/carrie_writers/

The Carrie Diaries on Amazon: http://bit.ly/TheCarrieDiariesCW



The Carrie Diaries 2x10 Promo/Preview "Date Expectations"

The Carrie Diaries Season 2 Episode 10 Promo

The Carrie Diaries 2x10 Promo "Date Expectations" (HD)
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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